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Special to The Herald
Yazoo author J. Wiltz Cutrer Jr., has cracked the code.
In the often confusing world of computers, where most of the language is a remote dialect of
“advanced nerd,” Wiltz is your translator.
He transforms confusing jargon into simple-to-follow instructions, allowing the reader to make
peace with their technology.
With more than two decades of experience in Information Technology, Wiltz knows the
challenge of man versus machine, and now, he has harnessed that experience and poured the
lessons learned into his new, informative, and entertaining book.
In Don’t Throw IT ~ Get To Know IT, Wiltz explores common questions everyday people
experience with their computers. He tackles such burning questions as how to properly setup
your wireless network at home and how to handle malicious software, such as viruses, without
sacrificing your sanity. Other tasks covered include protecting your Internet connection to keep
your browsing safe and keeping your computer clean and running in top shape.
All of these are accomplished using tools freely available to the home user. Yes…free…a
welcome price today.
Unlike other technology books, Don’t Throw IT ~ Get To Know IT is an easy read for the “real”
computer user. Through analogies and light humor, the reader gets to actually understand the
information, instead of spending time trying to understand terminology that doesn’t make sense
in the real world. This is information you can use today, presented in such a way for you to truly
understand.
Initial reviews reveal statements like “in MY language”, “easy read”, and “non-techy language”.
This book truly lives up to its tag line:
“…all presented in a way even my Mother-In-Law can understand!”
About the Author
J. Wiltz Cutrer Jr., started his Information Technology career in the US Navy as a Cryptologic
Technician. Currently he serves as network systems manager for the Mississippi Development
Authority, applying his experience and enthusiasm to more than just the datacenter.
As Chief Technology Officer (CTO) and owner of TechKnolutions, LLC, Cutrer has more than
20 years in the information technology (IT) field. TechKnolutions, LLC, provides networking,
security auditing, system repair, and technology consulting along with Continuing Professional
Education (CPE) courses to professionals across the nation.
A speaker at numerous conferences on the effective implementation and utilization of
technology, Cutrer also is the founder and current president of the Mississippi Technology
Users Group (MSTUG), which unites IT personnel to promote efficiency in digital solutions.
Cutrer has extensive teaching experience. In addition to conducting courses at Holmes
Community College in Ridgeland, Mississippi, he develops and conducts technology courses for
the State of Mississippi computer center. In teaching, he utilizes his enthusiasm and
understanding to inspire and educate, executing diverse methods to provide a “real-world” view
of the digital age.
Married to Kristen, they have two children (Wiltz III, 11, and Izabella, 9), and proudly call
Flowood home.
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